Maintenance of the Photovoltaic Plants Using UAV Equipped with Low-cost GNSS RTK Receiver
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Abstract

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Real Time Kinematic (RTK) employs high-end dual-frequency receivers and antennas to deliver precise positioning that, in some way, restricts the use of GNSS RTK to a subset of user market due to very high cost. The emerging mass-market user applications, however, require centimeter-positioning accuracy considering a cost-effective solution. This calls for low-cost GNSS RTK solutions to create new possibilities for mass-market user applications to make use of GNSS high accuracy positioning in a variety of ways. One of the applications, which makes use of low-cost GNSS RTK receiver, is the maintenance of photovoltaic (PV) plants using Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). This paper proposes a solution that aims at automating the maintenance of PV plant with enhanced reliability in a time and cost effective manner, which otherwise requires intermediate human intervention. The paper presents the architectural concept, system design, and
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end-to-end algorithm that plays a pivotal role in enabling the automatic report generation of PV plant status. Preliminary results of the proof-of-concept shows the feasibility of the proposed solution.
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1 Introduction

PV plant owners are responsive about enhancing their energy production and recognize the importance of maintenance in the life cycle of a PV plant according to the policies of incentives activated in the past years inside the European Union member states in favor of clean energy production. PV plants experience aging over a period of time that results in lower production mainly due to the inefficiencies caused by faults or defects in unknown modules. One way of inspection of faulty modules in a PV plant is performed using handheld thermal camera, kept by a person walking over the whole PV plant, on the ground or on the rooftop. This method has itself significant drawbacks, for instance, the need for ground plants, walking over large spaces of wild grass, snow, and rough terrain. Another maintenance approach is realized by the installation of expensive system, which consists of various sensors communicating with a center station. Such a method allows the detection of faulty PV panel but does not provide information of the unique faulty module within the detection PV panel. Therefore, human intervention would eventually be needed to locate the faulty module within the identified PV panel. The maintenance becomes even more cumbersome for those PV plants that are installed in remote areas where communication and surveillance infrastructure is hard to deploy; consequently a dedicated crew or service is required that contributes to the overall maintenance cost.

To minimize the operational complexities in maintaining a PV plant, the proposed solution presented in this paper aims at automating the overall process of maintenance by employing a UAV equipped with a thermal camera and low-cost GNSS RTK receiver, which performs a mission flying over a photovoltaic field and collecting optical and thermal images. The collected data processed by means of a computer vision algorithm and referenced by means of on-board L1 GNSS RTK receiver would allow the maintainer to identify and locate the defective module to be replaced without intermediate human inspections.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed solution system architecture concept, system design, end-to-end
system algorithm, and subsystem error sources. Section 3 focuses on GNSS centimeter positioning accuracy requirement and potential solutions to meet the positioning accuracy requirement. Section 4 presents preliminary results and analysis that have been carried out so far, followed by conclusion in Section 5.

2 Proposed Solution

The proposed solution aims at automating the maintenance of PV plant with enhanced reliability in a time and cost effective manner from an operational perspective. This purpose shall be achieved by enhancing the overall safety during the on-field inspection process using a custom UAV payload design for PV plants maintenance to avoid the employment of people checking modules on rooftop plants (running risks for their safety) or in ground plants (sometimes crossing rough terrain and tall grass).

2.1 System Architecture

A depiction of the system architecture is presented in Figure 1. As shown, the proposed solution employs UAV equipped with a thermal camera, low-cost GNSS RTK receives, and visual sensor. The UAV shall perform a mission flying over a photovoltaic field to collect optical and thermal images of solar
panels in a PV plant. The data collected data by UAV shall be processed by means of a computer vision algorithm, and the captured images shall be tagged by means of centimeter-level position fix provided by L1 RTK GNSS receiver. The centimeter-level positioning provided by GNSS enables the automation of the entire process allowing to correctly geo-reference the defective panel inspected by the on-board thermal camera. Finally, this information shall be provided to the remote service center in charge of thermal anomalies identification and management.

2.2 Subsystem Design

The proposed system is composed of three subsystems:

1. Service center
2. UAV
3. UAV Ground Segment

2.2.1 Service center

Service center is devoted to manage all aspects related to production, delivery, archiving and cataloging of data acquired and processed. It performs:

- Product Archiving and Cataloging of mission data such as Optical Images, Thermal Images, Videos and post processed products. It includes retrieval of previously archived and cataloged data/products and catalogue browsing.
- Mission Planning to arrange organization and cooperation between the various entities involved throughout the mission process.
- Post Processing Management of acquired/catalogued products. These activities can be operated in automatic mode or manually by Thermographic Expert Operator (TEO).
- Product Validation before delivery is a function mainly used by the TEO to see the products, processing and making analysis, and write annotations, etc.
- Product Delivery and Distribution to the final user of validated products, including report formatting, archiving and distribution.
- Monitoring and Control including all the activities involved in the management and presentation of information coming from the PV plant such as monitoring and control of plant elements status, alarm supervision and production parameters supervision.
2.2.2 UAV
A block diagram of UAV subsystem is provided in Figure 2. As shown, UAV is composed of COTS (Commercially Of the Shelf) or self-built drone platform, Communication and Control (C&C) unit, and the UAV Payload. The UAV Payload is consist of the following units:

- On-Board Computer (OBC) responsible for interfacing and handling the payload sensors (Barometer, GNSS RTK Receiver, IMU, Thermal and Optical Camera), storing thermal and visual video/image, geo-referencing, and enriching each frame with ancillary information such as GNSS positioning fix status, attitude and related metadata.
- ublox M8P L1 RTK GNSS receiver equipped with Tallysman TW3400 patch antenna, which acts as a rover. M8P supports dual-constellation GNSS operation at a position update rate of up to 5 Hz.
- 2 or 3 axis mechanical gimbal with its dedicated electronic control unit, which is designed for housing thermal sensor and optionally visual sensors with a custom design.
- Thermal and visual sensors implemented by commercial sensors (COTS) available in the market, such as, FLIR VUE PRO or FLIR TAU2.
2.2.3 UAV ground segment
The UAV ground segment is composed of the following:

- Central Processing Unit (CPU) with dedicated Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) to perform computationally intensive image processing. As a first choice, Jetson Tx1 (256GPU Cuda cores) development board based on Nvidia Tegra processor has been selected. The software modules within CPU are:
  - Computer vision algorithm performs various operations (offline) on the data collected by UAV, which include detection of thermal anomalies and identification of solar panels with unique ID based on its geographic placement using precise GNSS position fix and related metadata. The computer vision algorithm can be implemented over a distributed architecture by porting some of the recognition capabilities on-board UAV.
  - Pilot Video Feedback acts as a real-time video for the UAV pilot, which enables the pilot to have a real-time feedback of panels irradiation and an estimation of the area covered directly during on-field operations.
  - Service Center gateway is responsible for the generation of all the application and transport layers towards service center, according to the defined protocol (e.g. FTP/XML).

- GNSS receiver module at UAV ground segment is ublox M8P L1 RTK receiver equipped with Tallysman TW3400 patch antenna, which acts as a RTK base station providing RTK correction in RTCM (v.3.x) format to the UAV through a UHF radio link or internet modem.

- Radio Modem is used for receiving the real time ancillary data (AUX channel – NAVCOM data, attitude, etc.) that will be used by the pilot for various operational purposes.

2.3 End-to-End Algorithm
The end-to-end algorithm combines centimeter-level RTK GNSS receiver positioning capabilities with computer vision and geodesics algorithms largely used in the literature [1–4] to identify and locate the faulty solar panel modules. The algorithm performs the analysis of acquired PV panels images to detect possible thermal anomalies and subsequently uses direct geo-referencing of images acquired through infrared (IR) camera to identify the geographical location of defective modules. Finally, a database (DB) is created by assigning
each panel a unique identifier based on its precise geographical placement. The key steps performed during the process are summarized as below.

### 2.3.1 Image acquisition

The image acquisition shall be performed by implementing nadiral acquisition photogrammetric technique, as described in [5, 6]. The image is acquired by IR camera when the optical axis of camera is perpendicular to the plane formed by $X_{obj}$ and $Y_{obj}$. The plane formed by $X_{obj}$ and $Y_{obj}$ is referred to as *Eulerian object reference system*, which a right oriented East, North, Up (ENU) originated in an arbitrary known point $O(x_0, y_0, z_0)$ as illustrated in Figure 3. In order to keep the optical axis of the camera normal to the object space, on-board gimbal adjustment shall be performed using the information obtained from on-board sensors.

![Figure 3](image.png)

**Figure 3** Geometric illustration of Eulerian object reference system and image reference system.
2.3.2 Direct geo-referencing
In order to geo-reference every point \( P_{(x,y,z=0)} \) acquired with the IR camera in the object space direct geo-referencing image algorithms shall be implemented [7]. Considering that the object is placed in the planer surface (2-dimensional) and the optical axis of the camera is perpendicular to the object space, the geo-referencing of point \( P_{(x,y,z=0)} \) is the same as knowing \((x, y)\) scalar parameters of the image. For this purpose, a reference system, which is referred to as the image reference system is defined as shown in Figure 3. The image reference system is a right oriented reference system originated in \( O' \) while having \( Z_{img} \) axis parallel to \( Z_{obj} \) and \( X_{img} \) and \( Y_{img} \) forms a plane parallel to \( X_{obj} \) and \( Y_{obj} \) axis. Furthermore \( X_{img} \cdot X_{obj} = \cos(\Psi) \) and \( P_{(x,y,z=0)} \) becomes \( P'_{(x',y')} \) image space. The aforementioned process of geo-referencing is performed by a transformation function \( \mathcal{F}(\cdot) \) given in Equation (1).

\[
P^k_{(x,y,z=0)} = \mathcal{F}(P'^k_{(x',y')}, c, \Psi, h, \phi_c, \lambda_c)
\]

Where:
- \( P^k_{(x,y,z=0)} \) is the point in object space.
- \( P'^k_{(x',y')} \) is point (in pixel) in the image space provided by the camera sensor.
- \( c \) is the focal distance that depends upon the camera sensor.
- \( h \) is the UAV altitude obtained from on-board barometric sensor.
- \( \phi_c \) is the longitude and \( \lambda_c \) is the latitude of on-board moving camera sensor.

It has to be remarked that \( \phi_c \) and \( \lambda_c \) are obtained through a transformation function from on-board GNSS Antenna Phase Center (APC) latitude \( \phi_{GNSS} \) and longitude \( \lambda_{GNSS} \), which are accurate to centimeter level mainly due to RTK based positioning. This indicates the significance of centimeter level positioning in enabling the automation of PV plant maintenance.

Eventually, the point \( P^k_{(x,y,z=0)} \) in the object space shall be transformed from object reference system (ENU) to World Geodetic System (WGS84) representation of geographical coordinate as:

\[
P^k_{(\phi, \lambda)} = \mathcal{G}(P^k_{(x,y,z=0)})
\]

2.3.3 Panel recognition and faulty objects detection
The process of panels recognition and its related faulty objects (e.g. hotspot, hot strips and other kind of thermal anomalies) is implemented with image processing [8]. For our application, given a video sequence containing one or
more faulty moving objects, the desired result is the set of the trajectories of these objects and an estimation of their position.

2.3.4 Database cataloguing

The PV Panels can be uniquely catalogued by the generation of an alphanumerical primary key exploiting the position information. Each panel, surrounded by its bounding box, is tracked by the algorithm N times and the position of its center in the object space is estimated after averaging over N position estimates as shown in Equation (3).

\[
P^k_{(\phi_m, \lambda_m)} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} P^k_{(\phi, \lambda)}
\]

(3)

\[P^k_{(\phi_m, \lambda_m)}\] represents the center of the k-th panel, which shall be used to generate a unique key to exploit the position information in order to access the DB.

2.4 Subsystem Error Sources

The proposed system involves various units within each subsystem such that each of the units introduces a certain amount of error that contributes to the total subsystem error budget. Currently the following error sources contributing are identified:

1. Payload altimeter resolution: A barometric altimeter is used to assess the UAV height \(h\) with a resolution of about 14 cm. Such an error impacts \(O\)' i.e. image reference system determination.

2. UAV velocity: The UAV Ground Speed of typically less than 3 m/s is taken into account with respect to the GNSS receiver position update.

3. Gimbal: The orientation of gimbal must be normal to object reference system, however, wind gusts may introduce for few milliseconds misalignment to be evaluated by tests. Typical resolutions for COTS gimbal is about 0.05°.

4. PV module Height: The height of PV panels is assessed in case of lack of information about PV panel placement in planar surface. This error source causes \(P_{(x,y,z=0)}\) not belonging to the object space.

5. PV module inclination: Panels have inclination which is typically a function of the latitude for PV plants on the ground. Such inclination reduces the cross section of the Panels as seen from UAV.
6. Sensor lens distortion: Distortion introduced by sensors optics, to be assessed and mitigated during tests. Sense lens distortion account one of the most significant source of error budget.

7. GNSS accuracy: Error in position solution obtain from on-board RTK GNSS rover receiver contributes to the error budget. Further tests need to be conducted to quantify GNSS accuracy impact.

8. Sensor resolution: The error introduced by the resolution of commercial thermal cameras of available resolution up to $640 \times 480$ pixels.

9. Algorithm quantization: The errors introduced by the algorithm in the image reference system taking into account the panels dimensions expressed in pixels.

A thorough assessment of the aforementioned error sources shall be done during the test and validation phase of the study in order to quantify the contribution of the error sources to the subsystem error budget.

### 3 GNSS Accuracy Requirement for UAV Positioning

Considering the standard dimension of the solar panel the maximum error tolerance is $\min(50\,\text{cm},\,80\,\text{cm})$ to uniquely identify each solar panel regardless the inclination of the solar panel as shown in Figure 4. This implies that the subsystem error budget always be less than the maximum error tolerance.

![Figure 4](image.png)  
*Figure 4* Standard solar panel dimensions, error ellipse, and maximum error tolerance.
of 50 cm. To meet subsystem error requirement, the accuracy of L1 RTK GNSS receiver is of paramount importance in order to restrict the GNSS positioning error contribution as minimum as possible keeping in view the low-cost, low-power and small form factor deployment constraints. Though, at this point, the exact positioning requirement is not known and shall be estimated during a dedicated validation and testing campaign. However, the expected GNSS positioning accuracy should be not more than 20 cm (2DRMS) to provide enough error margins for other error sources contributing to the subsystem error budget. It has to be remarked that the positioning accuracy requirement is subject to horizontal positioning only since the computer vision algorithms operate in two-dimensional space; therefore, no vertical positioning information is required.

Currently, a number of L1 RTK OEM receivers are available in market, which offer centimeter-positioning accuracy employing RTK messages in RTCM format. As listed in Table 1, ublox M8P [9] offers the least expensive L1 RTK solution with an added feature of integrated UHF radios for RTK RTCM message transmission/reception. The RTK RTCM messages can either be generated employing one of the OEM module as base station or it can be obtained from a public Continuously Operating Reference Station (CORS) such as EUREF permanent GNSS network [10] using Network Transport of RTCM via Internet Protocol (NTRIP) [11]. Typically, CORS is a desirable choice for using RTK in order to avoid base station setup complexity, however, the availability of CORS nearby PV plant is not always possible. For this reason, a local base station approach, which is supported by all the existing L1 RTK OEM receiver, presents a handy choice at the cost of base station installation setup for on-field operations in a PV plant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>GNSS</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Est. Cost (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ublox M8P</td>
<td>GPS/GLONASS</td>
<td>Base-Rover/CORS, UHF &amp; GNSS Antenna</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piksi</td>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Base-Rover, UHF &amp; GNSS Antenna</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navspark S2525F8-BD-RTK</td>
<td>GPS/BeiDou</td>
<td>Base-Rover/CORS</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV08C-EVK-RTK</td>
<td>GPS/GLONASS</td>
<td>Base-Rover/CORS</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach RTK</td>
<td>GPS/GLONASS</td>
<td>Base-Rover/CORS</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Preliminary Results

4.1 ublox M8P Horizontal Positioning Accuracy

ublox M8P base and rover equipped with active GPS/GLONASS Tallysman antenna, as shown in Figure 5, were installed on the rooftop of Aalborg University buildings at a spatial separation of 160 meter between base and rover as shown in Figure 6. The rover position data in NMEA format was logged at rate of 1 Hz for a period of three days. The logged file is then processed by RTKPLLOT utility [12] to obtain rover ground track and related positioning statistics. Figure 7 shows plot of rover ground track considering

![Figure 5](image1)

Figure 5  ublox M8P, Tallysman TW3400 antenna, ground plane, and 433 MHz UHF antenna for RTCM transmission/reception.

![Figure 6](image2)

Figure 6  ublox M8P base (left) and rover (right) mounted on rooftop of Aalborg University buildings. The spatial separation between the rooftop of base and rover is 160 m.
position solution only with RTK fix. It can be observed that the rover provides 2DRMS positioning accuracy of 1.08 cm, while the RTK fix was available 99% of the time. Though the rover receiver was static, however, such positioning performance is significant for L1 RTK receiver considering the fact that no surveyed position was provided to the base receiver. Nevertheless, we expect that the degradation in positioning accuracy is inevitable under dynamic condition of moving UAV. We expect that positioning error should not exceed 20 cm in order to provide reasonable margin for other error sources. Unlike base, rover receiver benefits from improved signal reception as the GNSS signal experiences relatively less multipath and obstruction due to UAV flight at a height.

4.2 Solar Panel Dimension Estimation from UAV

A preliminary test was conducted in Castel Campagnano, Italy to estimate the dimensions of solar panel as a first of the proof-of-concept. A PV panel of known size (68 cm × 20.5 cm) has been placed at a distance of 10 meters
away from a reference point (a manhole) as shown in Figure 8. A number of optical images have been taken at different UAV height, the UAV is DJI Matrice100 with a Zenmuse X3 gimbal and optical camera with a FOV of 84° configured to record images with a resolution of $4000 \times 3000$ pixels in 4:3 format with the sensor at Nadir as shown in Figure 9.

Each captured image is enriched with gimbal attitude metadata (roll, pitch, azimuth height) and GNSS position referred to the centre of the image. It has to be remarked that the position is obtained from the pre-installed ublox M8N receiver on-board UAV, which does not support RTK positioning.

**Figure 8** Testbed for the estimation of PV panel dimensions.

**Figure 9** DJI MATRICE M100 with camera pointed at Nadir.
The Ground Sampling Distance (GSD), which is the distance between two consecutive pixels measured on ground is calculated considering the image resolution expressed in pixel, the FOV of camera and the height of the UAV extracted from the EXIF/XMP (Exchangable Image Format/Extensible Metadata Platform) data embedded into images. The size of the panel expressed in pixels and the distance from the reference point has been detected in post processing and the equivalent dimensions in meter are calculated multiplying these values by the actual GSD. The height of Panel from the ground and its inclination that represents a contributing source of error is simplified by the exploitation of the ratio of the height and the width of the panel (represented by $\rho$) provided by the detected boundary of the image. To estimate the solar panel inclination, we first calculate the ratio $\rho$ then compare to the default ratio of the panel $\rho_s$. For example, the default aspect ratio for a 160 cm × 100 cm PV panel is calculated as:

$$GSD = \frac{160}{100} = 1.6$$

If the ratio $\rho$ is less than the default ratio $\rho_s$ i.e. ($\rho < \rho_s$) and the absolute value of their difference is greater than a threshold value ($(p - \rho_s) > T_h$), then the panel is mounted with an inclination angle on the transversal side. In this case, the length of the longitudinal side W can be used as reference for calculating GSD as:

$$GSD = \frac{W[m]}{W[\text{Pixel}]}$$

On the other hand, if $\rho > \rho_s$ and $(p - \rho_s) > T_h$ then the panel is inclined on the longitudinal side and we use the length of the transversal side H as reference for calculating GSD as:

$$GSD = \frac{H[m]}{W[\text{Pixel}]}$$

Following this approach, images at different UAV heights were taken for which the measurements are provided in Table 2. It can be observed that solar panel inclination...
dimensions are precisely estimated at 12.5 meter UAV height, while at heights lower or greater than 12.5 m, marginal errors in solar panel estimation can be noticed. These errors can be mitigated using narrower FOV and smaller sensor area. Though the approach showed promising results in estimating the solar panel dimension, however, using thermal camera that offers lower resolution than the visual camera it would be interesting to see how better this approach works.

5 Conclusion

The target market of the proposed solution comprises of both maintainers and owners of large PV plants as final users, which are encouraged to use customized UAV payload design together with UAV ground segment to enhance PV plant energy production in a cost-effective way by automating PV plant maintenance.

As a first step towards a market-ready solution aligned with PV maintenance user needs, this paper presented system architecture and subsystem design at a glance as well as expected error sources contributing to the total error budget. Furthermore, the paper discussed the end-to-end algorithm, which performs the key tasks of direct geo-referencing, image acquisition, panel recognition, faulty module detection, and solar panel cataloguing in database. Furthermore, low-cost L1 GNSS RTK positioning solution is briefly discussed along with the expected error contribution to the overall subsystem error budget. The paper presented static horizontal positioning accuracy of ublox M8P, which indicated that M8P is a potential candidate GNSS RTK receiver to be integrated on-board UAV. Finally, solar panel dimension estimation by means of DJI MATRICE-100 UAV equipped with visual sensor and a non-RTK GNSS receiver is presented. The preliminary tests were successful in establishing the proof-of-concept, however, further tests are required that considers a thermal camera instead of visual camera, ublox M8P GNSS RTK receiver, and a complete end-to-end algorithm evaluation. In the upcoming phase of the project, a thorough test and validation campaign shall be performed in order to realize the proposed concept and end-to-end algorithm taking into account on-field PV plant conditions.
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